PHYSICAL SPACE

Space in terms of parts of the University: Academy, College, Female Institute (Women’s College), School of Music.

Space in terms of open (to the public) and closed (to the public: for university use only)

Space and Purpose: Residential, Academic and Leisure.

Space and Gender: Male, Female and Coeducational.

Open vistas vs. enclosed spaces: open campus vs. quadrangles, etc.

Boundary markers for separate spaces.

Boundaries between town and gown.

BUILDINGS and STRUCTURES

Buildings in terms of function: Residential, Academic, Leisure, Mixed and Other (religion, health etc)

Buildings and Gender: Male, Female and Coeducational

Buildings in terms of specific academic concerns: subjects, majors, etc.

Architectural styles in buildings: continuity and change in style; relationship to style to gender and organizational concerns.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Trees, bushes, flowers, gardens, etc.

Paths, roads and bridges, etc.

Relationship of campus to approaches from outside world: roads, canals, railways, etc.